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Mezab Advanced Technology
We make IT and Communications work for you, to
deliver real results.
At Mezab Advanced Technology (MATCO) we view IT as the most
business enabler and we help our clients to make the most of their
IT investment in order to reach the highest level of success.
Whether you are small to medium-sized business (SMB) or large
enterprise our IT consultants can guide you to reach your
objectives and targets.

Mezab Advanced Tech.
Mahboba Center Office # 25
Qurban Street
Madina, KSA
Mobile: (+966) 59152-5000
Fax: (+966) 1482-87968
ali@mezab-sa.com

At Mezab we view IT as the most business enabler and we help our clients to make the
most of their IT investment in order to reach the highest level of success.
Whether you are small to medium-sized business (SMB) or large enterprise our lifecycle
approach in designing and developing IT solution is the same.

First, we spend time to assess your business needs and requirements and once we
understand your requirements and priorities we begin planning, designing,
implementing and integrating unique IT solution that aligns with your unique business
requirements. Our vast enterprise networking, data security, collaboration, and
virtualized data center solutions are tailored to enable your company achieve its
business goals and to set your company above competition.

Our technology solutions cover:
Enterprise Networks
LAN Switching
Wireless Networks
WAN Routing
Security

Virtualized Data Center
Unified Computing
Storage Networks
Data Center Networking
Virtualization
Backup and Recovery
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure(VDI)

Collaboration
Voice Communications
Messaging
Video
Instant Messaging & Presence

Mobility
Contact Center

Enterprise Networks
Delivering wired and wireless enterprise network architecture to meet
changing demands
In the past multiple communication networks were entirely separated, each of them served a
specific application. For example the traditional Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)
served voice application, the Internet and Intranets served data communications, and multiple
H.320 networks served videoconferencing. Today as business requirements force these networks
to interoperate our enterprise networking consultants are well experienced to help you make this
jump and redesign your network by uniting multi-service applications for voice, video and data on a
single secured and converged enterprise network infrastructure.

Using our lifecycle services approach, we design, implement, operate and optimize enterprise
network infrastructure including LAN and wireless LAN and security solutions that are highly
scalable and flexible to your growth-oriented needs.
We know that the challenge is in choosing a network solution that will not only meet your present
day business requirements, but will continue to support your business throughout the next several
years -- and we provide the expertise to help you determine the network solution investment with
the best ROI.

Collaboration
As a Cisco Collaboration specialist partner, we deliver comprehensive collaboration solutions to
customers that allow them to evolve the way they work. The Cisco Collaboration Architecture
breaks down the barriers that exist between different content formats, tools, devices, companies
and people working towards a common goal. From endpoints to networks to servers, we deploy,
implement and operate business collaboration solutions that generate ROI – not only from the
operational savings realized but also from the increased productivity and strategic advantages that
are created.
Our goal is to help you empower your employees, customers, and partners with the collaboration
tools to work when, where, and how they want, without traditional limitations.

Offering the following unified communications technology solutions from
Cisco:

Unified Communications
We help you implement robust solutions for call control, gateway communications, and Unified
Communications that bring together voice, video, data, and mobile collaboration in ways that
reduce costs, improve productivity, and boost business innovation.

Conferencing
We will help you optimally implement Cisco’s scalable web and video conferencing solutions so
your teams can collaborate securely wherever they are. Give employees, customers, and partners
the integrated voice, video, and content sharing solutions they need to make meetings more
productive, accessible from mobile devices, desktops, or conference rooms.

Collaboration Endpoints
From IP phones to fully integrated room based video conferencing to web, mobile, and desktop
clients, our consultant will help you optimize the user experience, and every interaction, through
secure, reliable collaboration that supports mobile workers, remote workers, and flexible work
spaces for in-office employees.

Virtualized Data Center
Our data center solutions include:
Unified Computing Systems
Our consultants design and implement next-generation data center platform to work in your
organization using Cisco or multi-vendor Unified Computing System. The architecture unifies
compute, network, storage access, and virtualization into an easily manageable system that
lowers your IT costs while increasing your data center flexibility.

Unified Storage
Our data center consultants work with you to design the most efficient storage architecture for your
organization, using innovative techniques and technologies to reduce the cost of storage,
maximize utilization, and simplify management and provisioning.

Data Center Networking
Using Cisco’s leading network technology, we streamline data center networking by eliminating
unnecessary equipment and operational expenses – all while enabling higher levels of
performance.
Server Virtualization
Virtualized data centers are innovating organizations today. Using hardware and software tools
from our trusted partners, Cisco, EMC, VMware and others, our consultants strategically designs
and implements flexible and scalable data centers that are able to meet your organization’s
diverse capacity demands at any given time.

Desktop Virtualization
The desktop virtualization solutions enable organizations to manage desktops from a central
location, significantly simplifying desktop management and giving end users the freedom from one
specific device – without sacrificing security.

Backup and Recovery
In today’s digital enterprises, data is everything. We understands this and are committed to
creating the ideal backup and recovery solution, as part of a business continuity plan, tailored to
your organization’s unique requirements using tiered storage systems that cost-effectively back
up, replicate, and archive data.
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